This paper introduces the responsive bisimulation, which treats local delays of incoming messages the same as external delays, as long as potential interference by competing receptors is avoided. By this bisimulation, the 
Introduction
With the ability to directly model dynamic reference structures, process algebras such as the -calculus ( [Milner92, Milner99] ) and its variations have been used to model concurrent objects ([Walker95, Jones93, Sangi96, Hüttel96, Zhang97] ). Some researchers ( [Schne97, Zhang98a, Zhang98b] ) have also applied it to model compositional concurrent objects in the aspect-oriented programming style ( [Aksit92, Holmes97] ) attempting to avoid the inheritance anomaly [McHale94] . One of the important issues with such models is to identify the similarity between composed behaviours and the expected behaviour. There are many known bisimulation techniques available for various purposes. For example, the weak ground bisimulation and many others recognise equivalence of processes , by ignoring the internal forwarding. This paper presumes familiarity with the -calculus and its bisimulation relations.
Existing bisimulations distinguish between processes ( so that any delays in servicing a method call are local, whereas the latter process causes an external delay in reception of ( . We want to treat these two processes as equivalent, since their behaviour in emitting responses to incoming messages is the same.
In this paper we propose the notion of responsive bisimulation to capture this kind equivalence by allowing the location of input delays to be ignored. This is different from asynchronous bisimulation which is insensitive to output delays and considers ! ) ( 1 0 9 2 ( 1 35 6 % to be the same as alternative views of responsive bisimulation. First, from the target process, we can tolerate delays of incoming messages at input ports when determining the similarity between process evolution trees. Second, when testing a process, we can "localise" messages by buffering them in the environment, and make them only accessible to the target process. External observers cannot see these localised messages, so cannot mistake them as output from the target process. In Section 4 we will show these views are equivalent.
One of the major results of this paper is that the responsive bisimulation is a congruence for the family of processes which model objects, that is, the processes which uniquely own all the message receptors they use. All process combinators, except replication and parallel composition, always preserve responsive bisimulation. Replication preserves responsive bisimilarity for the family of processes which model objects, and parallel composition preserves it for an even larger family of processes.
Another interesting result, revealed in Proposition 20, is that, a persistently available receptor with an internal forwarder can be ignored.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 motivates this work; Section 3 briefly introduces the polar @ -calculus and related notions; Section 4 defines responsive bisimulation; Section 5 gives some properties of the equivalence and other theoretical results; Section 6 discusses some further issues relating the responsive bisimulation with other notions; and Section 7 concludes the paper. Most proofs are omitted here in order to save space; interested readers can find them in [Zhang02b] .
Background
In [Zhang98a] and [Zhang98b] , the behaviour of a concurrent object is modelled using the @ -calculus as the parallel composition of a process A , representing the object's functional behaviour with no constraint on its concurrent interactions, and a process B representing the constraints on the object's concurrent behaviour. For example, the functionality of a buffer object can be described by
, where
represent the behaviour of the read and write methods respectively; each of them can have unlimited invocations executing in parallel with no concern for any potential interference. To discipline those invocations, assume a synchronisation behaviour modelled by the control process
, where the choice operator in fact represents a mutual exclusion lock on those methods. Then the parallel composition of the two processes,
, will be weakly bisimilar to
, as expected. More complicated and generic method exclusion relations, besides mutual exclusion locks, can be simply modelled and composed in exactly the same way, once the In the mailroom of a commercial office building, the property manager uses internal mail to send bills to her tenants and collect payments. Each tenant has a locked mailbox, located either on the mailroom wall and accessible from outside of the mailroom by the tenant, or on the door of the tenant's suite to which a postman delivers mail from the mailroom. Suppose the manager only wants to know about the arrival of payments, and classify tenants who pay the bill on time as "good" tenants. She does not care whether the mailboxes are in the mailroom or on their doors. However, existing bisimulations distinguish between cases where the mailroom mailboxes are cleared or not, as the manager can observe this; however she cannot distinguish between mail being cleared or not from the door-based mailboxes. We aim to provide a model which is able to treat the mailroom and door-based mailboxes as equivalent. will leave the message in the external buffer (the mailroom) as it was. In both cases, the processing will only continue after unlocking. n , which in turn can be considered as the input port from, and the output port to, the channel o . The main difference from [Amadio96] and [Odersky95] is that in the p ¥ q -calculus, only output polars can be transmitted through a communication channel. [Ravara97, Merro00] and others have adopted a similar restriction, but in the p ¥ q -calculus this restriction is enforced syntactically. As a consequence, only output polar substitution can be caused by input prefix, while in [Odersky95] substitution may involve names with both polarities and in [Amadio96] it may affect both input and output usage of a name.
One of the advantages in using polars to enforce this restriction rather than using the implicit restriction as in [Ravara97] and [Merro00] , is the simplification afforded in describing and proving some properties of bisimulations, such as bisimilarity between process . You may send the address to other people for them to send you message, but you can neither send your mailbox nor tell someone "receive my next email using this address". Moreover, if input polars can be transmitted, then the behaviour of a process will no longer be predictable from its structure. For object modelling, the prohibition on transmitting input polars respects the idea that object identity and method ownership cannot be transferred from one object to another (see Section 5).
The Syntax. 
The set of all actions a process may take is specified by § m
Here 0 is the inactive (terminated) process; ¡ is an input-guarded process; ¡ is replication and £ is exclusive choice, both constructed from input-guarded processes.
As usual, auxiliary functions fn, bn and n are used to identify the sets of free, bound and all names, respectively, of a term or action. Specific functions to identify polars are also needed. For example, the function fin identifies those names whose input polar freely occurs in a term or action.
A formalised mapping between the p ¥ q 
The Semantics. The structural equivalences and labelled transitions are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . They are standard except the rule tr-INTL, which gives the meaning of an internal action ú . A variant of this rule can be written as:
The name restriction
is necessary for preserving any bisimulation involving ú action, under the input prefixing
in which substitution can only occur for the output polar of the name 6 , rather than both polars. The reduction relation, a familiar concept in this literature, is defined in a nonstandard way in the
Definition 2 The strong and weak reduction relations are defined respectively as: 
Responsive bisimulation in the polar -calculus
As pointed out at the end of Section 2, the barbed equivalence, even in its weak form, is too strong for compositional objects. We first review the version of [Amadio96] for an asynchronous f -calculus before leading on to responsive bisimulation. It is derived from the barbed bisimulation ( [MilSan92, Sangi92] ), a rather weak relation which traces the state changes of a process during the course of reductions and observes which channels are available for communication. Since barbed bisimulation cannot identify what messages are communicated, it is too rough to measure processes' behaviour.
Definition 5 (Barbed bisimulation)

Definition 6 (Barbed equivalence) Let
be an arbitrary process, the strong and weak barbed equivalence are defined respectively as:
For our purposes, the weak barbed equivalence fails in at least three ways: (a) it cannot distinguish between a message sent out from the target process and a message 
sent by another agent but buffered in the environment; (b) it cannot prevent input name clashes between the testing environment and the processes being tested; (c) it treats synchronisation actions occurring in public channels as single step reduction, and therefore cannot match them with incomplete synchronisations which have input delays. A different observation technique is needed. We begin with the -bisimulation gives a measurement on processes' states by observing available reductions and output actions, but cannot determine how a process responds to incoming messages, since input actions are not observed. To determine responsive behaviours, we introduce a new term for specifying input messages. . We define strong and weak responsive equivalences as:
Notation 8 We extend the process syntax with an auxiliary
This definition is clear about the meaning of equivalence in responsive behaviour, but is not so useful for proving equivalence, since it requires the exhaustive testing over the infinite set of responsive testing contexts. A more practical definition is the r1-bisimulation. A strong (or weak) r1-bisimulation is a strong (or weak, respectively) ð
Definition 10
« ñ -bisimulation ò such that whenever ó ò ' ô then õö s ÷ ø ù û úü ó ò b õö s ÷ ø ù û úü ô for all õö s ÷ ø ù û úü .
We denote the largest strong r1-bisimulation as
, and the largest weak r1-bisimulation as
It is easy to verify that
holds for the example of Figure 1 . The r1-bisimulation provides a test platform and measures behavioural equivalence from outside of target processes.
While responsive equivalence and r1-bisimulation provide a good base for describing similarities of responsive behaviours, it can tell little about why or when two processes may offer similar behaviours. For closer study, we need an inside view observing input actions. 
Definition 11 (Responsive bisimulation) A (strong) responsive bisimulation is a (strong)
ðý b þ # " ý b þ ¢ ÿ $ " ! % b þ and b þ " ! b þ ¢ ÿ $ " ¢ & þ .
Properties of responsive bisimulation
We now investigate some formal properties of responsive bisimulation. . However, the purpose of our study is object modelling, where the ownership of each input port should be unique. For example, the identity of an object is unique and each method of each object is also uniquely identified so that messages are delivered to their correct destination. In general, each input polar has a restricted scope (or ownership), and is never exported outside this scope. When responsive bisimulation is restricted to the object modelling domain, its preservation in parallel composition can be guaranteed. To show this, we formalise the restriction on input polars. 
Definition 15 (Safe process)
Discussion
Privatise message versus privatise port. 
Delay of input versus delay of output.
The asynchronous bisimulation ¢ . It emphasises the possible delay of message output (or more precisely, delays during delivery), and considers message retransmission with the same communication channel as ignorable. In the view of OO systems, the delay in delivery is neither visible nor controllable for either sender or receiver. The responsive bisimulation, on the other hand, is quite natural for compositional objects since it concentrates on the delay of input, which is controllable by the receiver, and as pointed out by [McHale94] and [Zhang98b] , can provide a synchronisation control point for the behavioural composition of objects. The Ctrl and Ctrl in Figure 1 are examples of these kind of controls.
Asynchronous and responsive bisimulations overlap, but neither contains the other. 
Conclusion
This paper has presented the responsive bisimulation, which captures an equivalence between compositional concurrent objects, based on their response to inputs which may be delayed. For object systems, where input name clash can be eliminated, the responsive bisimulation is a congruence.
The responsive bisimulation can be understood in different ways. Apart from the view of "input delay", another view is that, when testing the behaviour of the target object, or black box, the only precondition we need to know is what messages have been provided to it, and the only postcondition we should examine is the response from the target object. We have proven these different views are equivalent.
With the responsive bisimulation, we can have a broader and more generic study of the behaviour of concurrent components, where existing bisimulations fail to give us the desired equivalence. Our approach enables us to establish a theory of concurrent objects with elegant compositional properties and provides a semantic basis for an extension to concurrent object-oriented programming languages.
